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Abstract
Reflexivity as a methodological approach in the production of knowledge takes its primary position from the
contextualization of the problem rather than the superimposition of positivist, empirical models. Yet any
methodology depends all the interrelationship between theory and practice as expressed through the
intersection of principles, practices and procedures. In the case of postprocessual archaeology, ways of
approaching past human behaviour are based on contextual, integrated analyses of issues and data derived
from the interaction of numerous disciplines and multiple views (multivocality) and the new relationships
that arise from such interaction (Hodder 1991).
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First, of COUfse, therc's the things you don', know;
Then there's the things you do knolV but don',
understand;
Then there's the things you do unclcrst<1nd but
which don't maHer.
Simple 5imol1, A.E. Cappard
Archaeology, conservation and heritage
Reflexivity as a methodological approach in the pro-
duction of knowledge takes ils primary position from
the conlextualizalion of the problem rather than the
superimposition of positivist, empirical models. Yet
any methodology depends all the interrelationship
between theory and practice as expressed through
the intersection of principles, practices and proce-
durt.-,s. In the case of postproccssual archaeology,
ways of approaching past human behaviour arc
based on contextual, integrated analyses of issues
and data derived from the interaction of numerous
disciplines and multiple views (multivocality) and
the new relationships that arise from such interac-
tion (Hodder 1991).
The validity of such an approach in archaeo-
logical theory has already received widespread at-
tention and criticism yet few projects have actually
<lpplied the precepts of postproccssu<llism in field
practice, thus providing a self-conscious look al how
archaeology constructs and uses knowledge. At
<;atalhoyiik, reflexivity has provided a useful vehi-
cle for constructing not one, but many versions of
(atalhoyiik, as an archaeological site wilh defined
spatial and temporal boundaries as well as a place
possessing complex associative meanings and val-
ues for many different contemporary groups and
individuals (Hodder 1998). Such dichotomies have
become common foils for renewed arguments of cul-
tural relativity, ownership and power in the identifi-
cation, interpretation and control of heritage sites.
However the impact of a reflexive method on the
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actual organization and interaction of the different
members of the project team and non-professional
participants has also forced a new way of thinking
about the production of knowledge and who is em-
powered to generate it and benefit from it. The in-
clusion of comprehensive site conservation and
heritage management alongside excavation from the
very begirtning of the project certainly represents a
novel departure from pasl practices elsewhere.
The primacy of conservation to the <;atalh6ylik
research project was clearly stated by Ian Hodder,
project director, in 1996 in his introduction to the
first volume of field research:
A sile of this importance for the Meditcrr<lllcan
heritage needs careful conservation and presenta-
tion to lhe public ... It poses special problems of
conservation of mud brick and wall pl<lstcr. and
problems of sill" management ... The ultimate aim
is to provide the Turkish Ministry of Culture with
a well-planned heril'lge site. Visitors will be able to
C'xperience the sill" in a number of ways. . By
providing a r'lllge of visitor experiences the full
heritage potential of the site can begin to be ex-
ploited. (Hodder 1996, I)
Although issues of heritage and conservation have
become important themes in recent discourse on
place, cultural identity, and ownership of the past
and the political and economic implications posed,
few archaeological projects have actually included
conservation as a viable strategy in addressing these
attendant issues from the beginning. This has been
owing in part to archaeologists' ignorance of a long
history and tradition of conservation theory and prac-
tice, and a general misperception of the preservation
field as one concerned with a nostalgic view of the
past or focused only on technical issues and solu-
tions. Simultaneously, specialists in conservation and
heritage management have been slow to participate
in the recent and rapidly expanding discourse all the
meaning, use and ownership of heritage for politkal
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and economic purposes and have avoided a critical
examination of the historical and cultural narratives
constructed largely through past archaeological
projects and conservation practices. Yet conservation
as an intellectual pu rsu it is pred icated on the bel ief that
knowledge, memory, and experience are tied to mate-
rial cll.Jture. Conservation - whether of a landscape,
building or wall painting - helps extend these pl<lces
and things into the present <lnd establishes a form of
mediation critiC'll to the interpretive process that
reinforces these aspects of human existence.
The practices of archaeology and conservation
are by their very nature oppositional. Excavation, as
the primary physical method by which archaeolo-
gists reveal and read a site, is a subtractive process
that is both destructive and irreversible. In the re-
vealing of a site, structure or object, excavation is not
a benign reversal of site formation processes but
rather a traumatic invasion of a site's physico-chemi-
cal equilibrium usually resulting in the immediate
deterioration of associated materials at vi1Tious rates
and patterns of change. Conservation, on the other
hand, is predicated on the safegLli1rding of physical
fabric from loss and depletion, based on the belief
that material culture possesses uniCJue abilities and
the power to transmit knowledge as well as inspire
memory and emotional responses, often through ilS-
sociatl'd social interaction. Moreover, the fundamen-
tal issues of conservation illso concern Wi1ys of
evaluating and interpreting cultural heritage for its
preserviltion and safeguarding now and for the fu-
ture (Fielden 1982). l.n this last respect, conservation
itself becomes a way of extending and reifying cul-
tural identities and historical narratives over time
through valorization and interpretation.
Conservation is a modern concept born out of
the notion of history as something which is linear
and has been completed and brought to an end. As
such, artefacts and sites are divorced from their past
by the present's historical consciousness which dic-
tates new motives ilnd methods for their use and
preservation. Such motives and methods found vari-
ous modes of expression through the application of
historicill and scientific precepts during the late nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries. The resulting princi-
ples attempted to define a new approach that related
the aesthetic and historic;J1 values of art and archi-
tecture with the material form to ensure the tfi1ns-
mission of the whole work as both idea and thing.
Contemporary theorists such as Vittorio Grcgotti
have attempted to explain conservation as an
antimodernist/postmodernist stance, founded on
non-presentist reactions to notions of progress and
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based on the believed value and legitimacy of all
pilSt artistic contributions to society (Gregotti 1996).
[n the end, all conservation is a critical act in that the
decisions regarding what is conserved, and who and
how it is presented, is a product of contemporary
values and beliefs about the P<lst's relationship to
(and use by) the present.
To dilte, most preservation activity has focused
on progr<lmmes of survey, inventory, conservation,
restoration and rehabilitation of specific sites associ-
ated with specific histories and selected pasts. This
approach has compartmentalized sites and activities
into mutually exclusive alternatives rather than in-
separable aspects of the same ovcrall trcatmcnt that
all cultural property requires for its long-term inter-
pretation, transformation, protection, use and main-
tenance. Similarly, as a modern construct, such
approaches have tended to ignore the continuing
and changing significance that places and material
culture hold, especially for affili<lted communities,
in defining and preserving everyday life and beliefs
in all their diverse forms and expressions.
Beginning with the first International Congress
of Architects in Madrid in 1904 and latcr with the
creation of the Charter of Athens following the Inter-
national Congrcss of Restoration of Monuments
(1931), numerous attempts have been made to iden-
tify and codify a set of universal principles for the
intervention of structures and places of historic and
cultural significanct:'.
Despite their various emphases and differences,
all these documents identify the conservation proc-
ess as one governed by absolute respect for the iles-
thetic, historic and physical integrity of the struchlre
or place and one reCJuiring a high sense of moral
responsibility. Implicit in these tenets is the notion
of clliturill heritage as a physical resource that is
at once valuable and irreplaceable <lnd an inheritance
that promotes culturill continuity in a dynamic way.
Summarized from the more recent documents,
these principals arc as follows:
'
• the obligation to perform research and documen-
tation; that is to record physical, archivill, and
other evidence before and after any intervention
to generate and safeguard knowledge of the struc-
tures and site <lnd their associated activities;
• the obligiltion to respect cumulative ilge-va[lle; that
is the acknowledgement of the site or work <IS a
cumulative physical record of human activity em-
bodying cultural beliefs, values, materials and
techniques, and displ<lying the passage of time;
• the obligation to safeguard authenticity; a cultur-
ally relative villue associated with the genuine
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materiality of a thing or place as a way of ensur-
ing authorship or witness of a lime and place;
• the obligation to perform minimum reintegration;
that is, to re-establish structural and aesthetic
legibility and meaning with the least physical
interference; and
• thc obligation to perform interventions that will
allow other options and further treatment in the
future. This principle recently hns been redefined
more accurately as 'rctrcntibility', a concept of
considerable significa.nce for architecture, monu-
ments, and arch<leological sih..'S given their need
for long-term high-perform<lncc solutions, often
structural in nature.
1\$ summarized in the Australian ICOMOS (Burra)
Charter, the ultimate aim of conservation is to retain
or recover the cultural significar1Ce of the thing or
place and must include provision for its security, its
m<lintcnance and its future. Conservation is based,
first and foremost, on a respect for Ihe existing fabric
and should therefore involve minimnl physical in-
tervention. It should not distort the evidence pro-
vided by the fabric, especially as this relates to the
traces of additions and alterations related to its his-
tory and use. The conservation policy appropriate to
a thing or place must first be detcnnined by an un-
derstanding of its cultural significance and its physi-
cal condition. The conservation polic}' should
determine which uses are compatible with the for-
mal and material re.llity, not the reverse.
Today, contemporary practice has evolved an
entire lexicon of intervention strategit'S based on the
degree of intervention. This has resulted in a morc
sophisticated as well as sometimes confusing defini-
tion of approaches, depending l<lrgely on the type
and context of heritage. In most professional con-
texts, conservation has become the designated term
for '.:'In objective, scientific approach to the past in
the form of historical knowledge, not the same as the
continuity guaranteed by former tradition; a mod-
ern phenomenon of maintaining living contact with
cultural works of the past' (Philippot 1976). In the
United States and Australia, the terms presenmtioll
and cOllservntioll have come into the profcssionallan-
guage as distinct concepts. Explicit and unique to
the definition of preservation is the notion of the
status ql/o or the means by which the existing form,
integrity, and materials of a structure are maintained
and deterioration retarded. Conservation, in this
same context, has been relegated to mean the whole
spectrum of technology applied to the safe-guarding
of cultural heritage.
Both terms, in concept and process. have as
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their fundamental objective the protection of cul-
tural heritage, meaning the transmission of intangi-
ble as well as tangible products of culture. However,
whereas preservation seeks to control change by
maintaining the existing physical state, or at least
the illusion of no change, conservation, as a concept,
seeks to sustain continuity through controlled
changes. Both are ways of maintaining living contact
with the past through the identification, transmis-
sion, and protection of that which is considered cul-
turally valuable and worthy of retaining. Yet lheir
differences in approach can be explained partly in
response to negative altitudes toward past restor<l-
tions in Europe and North America whidl by to-
day's standards deprived the work of material
integrity and historical and cultural authenticity. Both
definitions and their implicit approaches depend on
each other for meaning and a dear understanding of
their usage is critical.
For some tr<lditional societies the concepts and
practice of preservation are often viewed as anti-
thetical to the role of continuing traditions, or those
beliefs, actions, and material correlates which arc
valued by a group and considered worthy of retain-
ing and passing on from one generation to the next.
Whereas continuity of tradition may be critical to
ensuring cultural identity, it is important to remem-
ber that tradition is as dynamic as culture change
itself. Only by recognizing the changing nature of
tradition as constructed memory and cultural identi-
ties, can a community effectively and responsibly
manage its present and future through personal and
collective interpretations of the past rather than
through imposed fictions from the outside. Like his-
tory, conservation rcpresents the conscious commit-
ment to cultural continuity where living memory ends.
In the late twentieth century conservation has
become a major strateg)' in shaping and interpreting
our physical world. Every conservation measure is a
form of argument that touches upon cultural values
and our definition, treatment, interpretation and use
of the past. Often historical arguments or \'alues for
or againsl the identification, designation, and phYSi-
cal retention of cultural property are based on an
epistemology of scholarship and facts. Facts and
scholarship, however, are explanations thai servc
the goals of conservation and are a product of their
time and place. Out of this dilemma, our current
definition of conservation has emerged as a field of
specialization concerned primarily with the material
well-being of cultural property and the peculiar con-
ditions of ageing and sllrvival; focusing on the qllali-
tative and quantitative processes of change and
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degradation. It finds its outlet in minimal but oppor-
tune interventions, conducted with both traditional
skills and experimentally advanced techniques. [t
avoids at all costs a generalized irr<Jtional renewal of
form and materials.
This last point is important as it leave.s open for
discussion the possibility for more drastic interven-
tions, such as the reassembly, installation or replica-
tion of missing or damaged components. Such
interventions, common on archaeological sites, arc
often based on the desire or need for visual legibility
or structural re-integration. These interventions be-
come even more critical if they sustain or improve
the future performance or life of the site or structure
in its environment. Obviously for archaeological sites,
changing or controlling the environment by reburial,
building a protective enclosure or shelter on site, or
by relocating selected components such as murals or
sculpture, often indoors, are options which allow
maximum physical protection. However, such inter-
ventions significantly impact on the contextual mean-
ing and appearance value, an aspect already
discussed as significant for many such sites. Simi-
larly, int'erventions developed to address only the
material condition of objects, structures, and places
of cultural significance without consideration of as-
sociated cultural beliefs and rituals can sometimes
denature or compromise their power, 'spirit' or value.
In this regard, cultural and community context and
dialogue with professionals are critical.
[n light of these issues, conservation emerges as
the science of safeguarding cultural heritage by ob-
serving and analyzing the evolution, deterioration,
and maintenance of material culture; the conducting
of investigations to determine the cause, effect, and
solution of problems; and the directing of remedial
interventions focused on maintaining the integrity
and quality of the existing historic fabric. Two asso-
ciated terms - science and technology - are critical
to this definition and require some clarification as
they arc often taken in their most basic or obvious
expression to represent the goals of conservation. By
science, what is meant is an imposed syslC'matic and
structured way of understanding the material world,
different from the approaches of history, philoso-
phy, or aesthetics. Technology is the application of
science or an entire body of methods and materials
used to achieve the stated objectives. If we accept the
premise that the practice of conservation began with
the relational study of the underlying causes of dete-
rioration and the refining of an etiological approach,
then it WilS in the 19305 and 19405, along with the
development of conservation laboratories and spe-
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cialists, that the field was born. Yet within the un-
derstood limitations of the scientific method to gen-
erate certain kinds of data, conservation still begins
and ends as an interpretation of the work. One is not
only dealing with material things and places, but
with complex cultural questions or beliefs, com'ic-
tions, and emotions, as well as aesthetic, material,
and functional significance. Science helps to inter-
pret, but it cannot and should not be the sale agent
to create Illea ni ngs nor singularly represent one tru th
when applied to heritage.
Archaeological siles
The conservation and management of archaeologi-
cal sites is a field of increasing interest as evidenced
by a grO\ving number of professional conferences,
published proceedings, and intern<lbonal projects
(Matera cI (Ii. 1998). Archaeological siles have long
been a part of heritage tourism, certainly before the
use of the term 'heritage' and the formal study of tour-
ism. However, current concern call be ilttributcd to
the perception among the public and professionals
that archaeological sites, like the natural environ-
ment, represent non-renewable resources deteriorat-
ing at an increasing rate. This deterioration is
attributable to a wide array of causes ranging from
neglect and poor management to increilsed visita-
tion, vandalism, and environmental degradation and
pollution, from inappropriate past treatments to treat-
ment life span termination. No doubt the pressures
of economic benefit from touristic development in
conjunction with increasing global communication
and mobility havc caused accelerated damage to many
sites unprepared for development and visitation.
Despite the global increase in the scale of these
problems, issues of recovery, documentation, stabi-
lization, interpretation and display have been at the
heart of archaeological conservation since the early
tV"'enl'ieth century. One of the first coordinated at~
tempts to codify principles and procedures of site
conservation was formulated in the Athens Charter
of 1931 where measures such as accurate documen-
tation, protective reburinl, and international inter-
disciplinary collaboration were clearly articulated.
In 1956, further advances were made at the General
Conference on International Principles Applicable
to Archaeological Excavations adopted by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organi-
zation (UNESCO) in New Delhi where the role of a
centralized state administration in managing, coor-
dinating, and protecting excavated and unexcavated
archaeological sites was advocated.
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Other charters such ilS the [COMOS (Venice)
Charter of '1964 extended lhese earlier recommenda-
tions through explicit practices including the avoid-
ance of reconstructions of archaeological features
except in cases where the original components were
available but dismembered (nllnstylosis) and lhe use
of distinguishable modern techniques for the con-
servation of historic monuments. The Australia
ICOMOS (BUffa) Charier of 1981 expililded the defi-
nition of archaeologicClI site to Cllso include place,
chal lengi ng Eu rocentric definitions of vilJue ilnd sig-
nificance, ilnd notions of iluthenticity ilnd integrity
10 include context ilnd traditional usc, an idea im-
porlant for cuiturally-,lf(jliated indigenous groups.
Finilily in 1989, lhe [COMaS Charter for the Protec-
tion of the Archaeological Heritage WilS adopted in
LausaTU1e, Switzerland, formalizing lhe interniltionClI
recognition of many archCleological sill'S ilS living
cultural landscapes and the responsibility of the ilf-
chaeologist in the conservation process.2
Like all disciplines and fields, archaeological
conservation has been shaped by its historical habit
and by conlemporary concerns. Important in its de-
velopment has been the shifting, even expanding,
notion of site conservation to include the stabilization
ilnd protection of the whole area rather than simply
ill silu artefact conservation or the removal of site
(architecturClI) features. The public interpretation of
ilrchileologicill sites hilS long been associated with
the stilbilizillion and display of ruins. Implicit in site
stabilizCltion and display is lhe Clesthetic villue many
ruin sites possess based on a long-lived European
trildition of cultivating a taste for the picturesque.1
With lhe scientiiic investigation and study of many
archaeological sites beginning in the lilte nineteenth
cenlury, both the aesthetic and informational value
of lhese sites was promoted during excavation-
stilbilizil!ion. In contemporary practice, options for
archaeological site conservalion include: reconslruc-
tion, reassembly (Illlnstyiosis,) iI' situ preservation and
prolection iJ)Cludi.ng shelters and/or fabric consolida-
lion, ex situ preservation through removal, and exca-
vation/ reburial with or without site interpretation.
Despile the level of intervention, that is, whether
interpretation is achieved through IIIl11slyiosis or rc-
construction, specific sites, namely those possessing
impressive masonry remains, have tended to estab-
lish an ideillized approach and desirable end prod-
lIct for the interpretation of archaeological sites in
general. Places such as C;atalhoyuk al once challenge
these ingrained notions of ordered chaos ilnd ar-
ranged masonry by virtue of their fragile materials
(earth), temporal ilnd spatial disposition (as a tell of
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superimposed levels), and relationship \vith associ-
ated foreign, national, and traditional communities
ilnd lheir narr<ltives. Moreover, ch.:mging notions of
'site' have expanded lhe realm of whal is to be inter-
preted (Dunnell 1992) and preserved resulling in
both archaeological inquiry and legal protection at
the regional and local level. These ilspects of site
conservation and interpretClHon become all the more
difficult when considered in conjunction with the
demands of tourism and site and regional develop-
ment for lhe larger physicill and political context.
It is for all these reasons that conservation and
archaeology at <;atalhoyi.ik must be conceived as an
integrated strategy, the aim of which is to link the
needs and potentia lilies at all scales and levels from the
artefacts and murals to the buildings and urban plan,
from the contemporary locill villages to the surround-
ing region, from objects and site to people and place.
Earthen architecture in the archaeological conlext
The exposure of earthen architecture at archaeologi-
cal sites presents tremendous difficulties both dur-
ing and after excavation. Like all buried structures
and artefacts, earthen buildings and their associated
features such as wall paintings exist in unique
microcnvironments created by a wide range of fac-
tors including soil type, ground water, buried mate-
rial, depth and configuration, animal and plant
activity, microflora and bacteria. After years of inter-
ment, overall thermo-hygrometric cquilibrium is usu-
ally ilchieved with the surrounding environmcnt,
assuming external conditions remain the same. The
destabilization of this cnvironment through excava-
tion can cause structural instability and potential
collapse from rain and snow erosion, wind load,
seismic and vibrational forces, and plant and animal
(including human) activity.
At the micro-scale, a loss of surface pressure
and rapid drying owing to surface evaporation in-
evitably results in the migration of soluble salts to
the surface as well as shrinkage cracking, loss of
cohesion, and delamination. Through evaporation,
accelerated by wind action, salts may crystallize on
the surface Dr within the subsurface pores of the
matcrial causing disruptive internal pressures re-
sulting in disaggregation, flaking, and detachment.
Immediately upon excavation, all exposed surfaces
becomc a plane of climatic activity. Heilt is absorbed
and moisture evaporates. Newly exposed walls may
be subjected to dramatic temperature changes rang-
ing from lhe extreme midday heilt to cold nights.
Slight differences in thermal coefficients between
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mud-brick walls and plasters may exacerbate plaster
and paint failure. Cracks, delaminations, and the
natural layered structure of wall and floor plasters
facilitate plant root growth and salt formation caus-
ing gross macro-failure, detachment and collapse.
The more gradual the process of excavatiOD or expo-
sure, the more likely it is to mitigate damage by
slowly acclimatizing the buried remains to the varia-
tions of the new environment.
While such processes affect all excavated po-
rous materials, the situation becomes particularly
damaging for day-based materials owing to their
thcrlllo~hygrometricsensitivity and resultant dimen-
sional changes (expansion/contr<lction). Highly re-
active days such as smcctites, present in the lll<lris
used for the plasters, lllliral paintings and reliefs at
c;atalhoyiik, <Ire especially problem<ltic. This is criti-
cal for freshly excavated walls as rapid desiccation
in the Anatolian summer climate leads to rapid
shrinkage, and extreme mechanical stress causing
cracking.. detachment and collapse. Earlier experi-
ences at mud~bricksites in Iran proved that the pe-
riod of greatest danger for newly excavated work
was the first few weeks (Brunocl al. 1968-69,449), a
situation also obseT\'ed at c;atalhoyiik.
Over the past three decades, numerous intema~
tiona I symposia and conferences have been held in
order to collect and disseminate information relating
to stralegies and techniques for the temporary protec~
tion, preservation and display of earlhen sites. 11,e
ronsensus regarding earthen archaeological stnlctures
is that every effort should be made to preserve and
proted them either through reburial, shelters, or direct
materinl consolidation or surface protection, Where re-
moval is necessary due to exc<lvalion safety and the
objectives of the archaeological research progranune,
recording and sampling must be extensive.
Site conservation history at <;atalhoyuk
Thediscovery and excavation ofc;atalhoyiik by James
Mellaart from 1961---65 immediately gained world
allenlion for a site unique in its great size, apparent
complexity, and enormous time depth as well as for
the amount and quality of finds discovered. Popular
and academic coverage of the excavation in the 1II1l5-
lralt'd Wlldoll Nt:il..'S and Allatoliall S/lldit'S quickly es-
tablished <;atalhoyiik's significance. Mellaart labelled
c;atalhoyiik '... a supernova among the rather dim
galaxy of contemporary peasant cultures' (Mella<lrt
1965,77) and cited among its many 'firsts' were the
largest Neolithic urban settlement and most exten-
sive mud-brick architecture found to date as well as
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the unprecedented discovery of highly sophisticated
mural paintings and paintt.>d plaster relief sculpture.
Dwellings were constructed of sun-dried mud-
brick with timhcr posts and beams on a modular
rectangular plan. Entrance to each house was gained
through nat roofs made of reeds and earth supported
by wooden beams and staggered to allow each build-
ing access to light. Multiple layers of plaster made
from locally available marly soils coated the walls.
Many of the interior spaces contained elabomte pIas-
ter reliefs and wall paintings, all of which indicate
an enigmatic symbolism. The extensive physical evi·
dence revealed at c;atnlhoyiik has dramatically al-
tered traditional views of prehistoric Anatolia <lnd
the Ne<lT East in geneml. Here a civilization existed
with sophisticated artistic and technological nbility
and complex religious beliefs. These monument<ll
componenls- buildings, paintings and relief sculp·
ture - were immediately understood as significant
features of the site; however their physical preserva-
tion proved challenging and without precedent.
Excavation at c;atalhoyiik lasted for four sea-
sons from 1%1--65 with a hiatus in 196-1; only a thir-
tieth of the sixteen-hect>lre East mound was dug.
Minimal site protection was cmployt.'d both during
and after each season and the extreme fragility of the
site be1::ame particularly apparent in 1965 when the
excavation resumed after having been left unpro-
tected for two years. The published field report for
the 1965 season stated; 'after two successive winters
of rain and snow the remains discovered in J963 had
badly weathered, many walls had fallen, others were
dangerous' (Mellaart 1966a, 166). The vulnerability
of the ur'protectcd site to the ravllges of weather was
nil the lllore obvious in 1993 with the re-opening of
the excavation after 28 years.
Fortunately, emergency measures were tnken
on several paintlngs and plaster relief scul ptures du r-
ing the 1960s excavation. Civen the unexpected dis-
covery of the wall paintings and the absence of an
integrated conservation programme as part of the
project, the only. and preferred, option for preserva-
tion at the time entailed the removal of the paintings
and reliefs from the site. It is through these early
efforts lhat surviving examples exist today in the
Museum of Analolian Civilizations at Ankara. 0
efforts were made to preserve any of the structures
or their murals ill si/II.
Past conditions, current problems
The existing conditions of the architecture, murals
<end reliefs during .1nd between exc.wation seasons
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from 1960-1965 are difficult to rcconstruct from the
available information. Nevertheless through isolated
observations in the published field reports, limited
photographs, interviews, and current excavation ex-
perience, it is possible to reconstruct something of
the conditions of the walls and their associated art as
found in the 1960s. According to Mellaart. wall con-
ditions varied depending 011 proximity to the sur-
face, plant and animal disturbance and subsidence
from upper level compression (Mellaart 1962a, 976).
As Todd has pointed out, the difficulties encoun-
tered at other archaeological sites with poorly pre-
served and collapsed mud-brick walls were not
normally encountered at ~atalh6ylik; in some in-
stances walls had deformed and failed causing plas-
ter 10 crack, buckle, slump, and fall, but generally
the walls wcre in sound condition (Todd 1976, 19 &
35).4
By the third season (1963), as the excavation
retlched lower building levels, Mellaart was faced
with structural concerns and safety issues due to the
depth of the excavations and the 'heavy mud brick
walls periloLisly lean[ing] at drunken angles and
mak[ing] any work in depth in a restricted space
impracticable'. As a result he cautioned, 'If wall paint-
ings are found at any great depth, il is not safe to
clean them .. .' (Mellailrt 1964<1, 158) Partial excava-
tion of the lowest level, X(I), revealed structures in
the poorest state of preservation owing to compres-
sion damage and moisture. He observed, 'Because of
its depth and the tremendous weight of five succes-
sive shrines (IX-VIA) built on top of it, the walls
bulged, the decoration had been somewhat com-
pressed and its west wall was deformed beyond
recognition' (Mellaart 1964b, 73).
During excavation Mcllaart and Todd noted
thai plastered walls began to deteriorate immedi-
ately, the exposed plaster developing large cracks
upon drying (Mellaart 1964b, 39). This is evident in
the published close-up photographs of the paintings
after exposure where the surfaces reveal a pattern of
fresh parallel vertical cracks typical of shrinkage
cracking. Apparenlly not only did the unprotected
walls and plasters suffer, so did several of the col-
ours of the paintings. Mcllaart stated that 'upon ex-
posure the flesh-coloured bodies turned brown and
the pinks either turned gray or faded completely'
(Mcllaarl 1966c, 24).
Todd further mentions that because of the rapid
hardening of the plasters upon exposure and drying
in the hot Anatolian climate and the resulting diffi-
culty in removal of the plaster layers overlying the
paintings, the use of a gridded excavation system
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Figure 6.]. SOllth area, Building 2/WaI/64. Wall plaster
detachlllen/ al/d coi/apse from roo/ growth, salts, and
desiccation dllri/lg excavation. (Photo: F. Mil/em.)
with balks was abandoned as too time-consuming.
Instead, excavation was performed by individual
building units allowing entire walls to be exposed,
conserved and revealed quickly before surface hard-
ening, thus ensuring speedy removal of the outer
layers of plaster with dentaJ knives (Todd '1976, 19,
35). Site photographs from the 19605 suggest few if
any protective shelters were employed during the
excavation to retard rapid drying. Writing a decade
after the excavation closed, Todd postulated that if a
controlled sheltering system as at Can Hasan III had
been employed, the surfaces would not have desic-
cated so rapidly and the recovery process could have
occurred in less haste (Todd 1976, 19).
Immediate desiccation, shrinkage, detachment
and collapse of the walls and plaster surfaces have
also been observed at the site on freshly excavated
walls during the past four field seasons of the cur-
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Figure 6.2. Cross-section of
paillkd wall plaster
illf/slrt/lillg Iypical
slratigraphy ofPOroliS Iml
/IIari base (preparatory) alld
dellse while filll'sh Iili/ers
wilh superimposed II/'I/wlile
pigmenled design layers,
preslill/a/J!y re/aled 10
paillting. {Sample 895,
"/ 8.75x lIIi1gl1ificatioll, ill
plain polariud reflected
lightlNihm SMZ-LJ
stereoscope. I (Photo: E.
Koprlson.)
rent excavatioll (Fig. 6.1). Exposed walls protected
by SUll and wind-screening shelters display lower
temperatures and slower desiccation than those ex-
posed without protection. These external protective
controls coupled with pi1rtiaI excavation temporar-
ily leaving 5-10 cm of protective excavation fill
against the surfaces (floors and walls,) and poly-
ethylene sheeting loosely draped over walls and fea-
tures during excavation have significantly reduced
shrinkage cracking which occurs immediately after
exposure and before conservation 1V0rk.
Plasters, paintings and relief sculpture
By Mellaart's own <ldmission '[~ata]h6ylik'sl most
spectacular contribution to Near Eastern archaeol-
ogy, as well as to art history, [wasl its wall-paint-
ings, the earliest yet found on man-Illilde walls'
(Mellaart 1962b, 57). As many as 80 two-part se-
quences of ground and finish plaster layers, each
me<lsuring 0.5 mm or less, 'have been revealed in the
recent examination of representative earthen plaster
and mud-brick samples (Fig. 6.2). Paintings, most
often executed on the dense white finish plasters
and often subsequently plastered over, were observed
in cross-section examination between Illany of the
super-imposed sequences. What is perhaps less wcll-
known and buried within the field reports of
Anatolian Studies, unpublished technical conserva-
tion reports, and the anecdotal coverage in the 1/I1/S-
lraled Londoll News, is their remarkable discovery
and the cre<lt'ive efforts to conserve thelll.
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Discovery of the first mural paintings occurred
during the first field season (17 May~29 June, 1961)
on the East Mound in Iwo 'shrines' in Levels III and
IV and in two 'hollses' o( Level VI. Among these
finds were some of the best examples o( geometric
and figural painting to be discovered on the site
induding the leopard dancers and deer and bull
hunt scenes of Shrine A.Ill.1 and the so-called mor-
tuary structure images of Shrine VI.B.1 (formerly
E.VI.l.) [n order to understand the nature and im-
portance of the discovery of these early murals, a
contemporary account published in a series on Ihe
first Field season in the IIIlIstmted Lvndoll News is
quoted ill ex/til/so:
. on thl' second day of the excavation, a wall
appeared in our first trench that was covered with a
whitl' plaster. One of the workman knocked against
it and part of it fd[ off. revealing an area of rl'd plaster
bene.llh. . Aftl'r cleaning the entire wall, even a
cursory examination revealed that the red patch acd-
dentally revealt.>d was not a patch of a red-painted
wall but pari of an animal, painlL>d in red un a pink-
ish-white background (MellaMt 1962a, 976).
Given the fragilily and importance of these elements,
Mellaart arranged for the production of detailed wa-
lercolour 'copies' or 'transcripts' of many of the wall
paintings and reliefs by artists Anne Louise Stockdale,
Grace Huxtab[e and Raymondc Enderle Ludovici
(Mellaart 1963, 43). This graphic record documented
the murals both in their as-found condition, exhibit-
ing areas of loss and partial exposure of the various
superimposed layers of painting, as well as render-
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ings of individual design levels with their missing
portions somctimt.>s r(.>constructed with dotted lines.
Drawings were apparently produced directly from
the walls by first tracing them 'in grisai/fe on cello-
phane' between each painting exposure (Mellaart
1966b, 25). On at least one occasion these 'transcripts'
were positioned in place on the wall to illustrate the
effect of the restored painting ill situ (Mellaart 19600,
pl. 42a). As such, these drawings represent a signifi-
cant, and often the only, record of the extent and
condition of the paintings rlS found prior to their
detachment, and occasional loss. Photographic docu-
mentation appears to have been limited or at least
subsequently compromised owing to the unfortu-
n<lte loss of Mella<lrl's field notes rind records from
fire.
Mural paintings <lnd reliefs were also depicted
in lheir architectural context at first schematically in
perspective building views by RIBA <lrchitect Peter
Winchester (Mcllaart 1962b, 42) and later as partial
perspective interior room views, illustrating spto.-cific
period reconstructions ('restorations') drawn by
Grace Huxtable. These 'r(.'Storations' have had a pro-
found affect on aU subsequent interpretations of the
interior architecture, espt."'Cially in relation to the lim-
ited number of photographic views that have been
available for subsequent study. Limited technical
analysis of the paints and plasters was conducted
during the second season by S.j. Rees-jones of the
Courtauld InstHute in London (Mellaart 1963, 43)
and later by f)amela (Pratt) French during follow-up
treatments to the mural paintings from 1968-74. Re-
cent analyses by Matthews, Kopelsoll, Turton, Moss
and Myers have extended the knowledge about the
plasters, paintings and mud-brick.
Published site photogmphs o( the mural p;.lint-
ings and relie( sculptures genemlly suggest these
works were found in a remarkable condition with a
clarity of surface and design. What must be remem-
bered, however, is that much of the painted wall
art that was photographically recorded and ulti-
mately removed was freshly revealed on site ei-
ther behind superimposed protective layers of
white plaster or subsecluently 'peeled' painting lay-
ers. Mellaart reported that he spent two days re·
moving the protective overlying layers of white
plaster after discovery of the first painting. 111e poor
condition of the panel, attributed to its proximity of
less than five inches from the surface, however,
prompted the field application of polyvinyl aceta Ie
emulsion after cleaning rind before removal and
transfer to the Archaeological Museum in Ankara
(Museum of Anatolian Civilizations.) Paintings con-
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sidered too damaged or fragile for treatment were
reported to be covered up after re<:ording (Mella<lrt
1962b, 58-9).
The conservation of mural art (wall paintings
and sculpture), and in particular detachment and
removal, has an extended history beginning with
Vitruvius.1 Long justified as the only means of pre-
serving such works where the building was in jeop-
ardy or the environment harmful. or in the early
twentieth century, as a way of studying arHst's tech·
niques, the detachment of mural paintings and mo·
saics has fallen out of favour except in situations of
extreme crisis such as the Florence Aood of 1966. By
the 196Os, conservators, especially those working in
Italy, possessed a well·developcd '·eper/aire of tech·
niques for the removal of wall paintings executed on
lime·based substrates. These techniques were based
on the extent and level of removal relative to the
design layer, substrate, and support interface and
employed specific methods and materials depend·
ing on the level of detachment. Superimposed multi-
layered paintings and relief sculpture executed on
earthen plasters and mud-brick supports such as at
<;atalhoyuk represented a technical problem well
outside the realm of experience with lime-based
paintings, even those in an archaeological context."
This is due primarily to the lack of inherent strength
and susceptibility of day plasters to water and other
polar solvents necessary for the detachment process.
During the first season at <;atalhoyuk, field
preparation required cleaning, supporting, remO\'·
ing and packing the wall paintings and reliefs, tech·
niques which were formulated and undertaken by
Perry Ilia lor and Mrs Mcllaart under the supervision
of Ernest Hawkins of the Byzantine Institute of
America in Istanbul. Dltvelopment of a conservation
programme for the wall paintings and reliefs was
subsequently undertaken by Henry Hodges, Pamela
Prall, T. Martin, Viola Pemberton-Pigott, Margaret
White and later Priscilla Berridge and Anne Searight.
Little recorded detailed information on the in situ
conservation of the wall paintings and reliefs exists;
however, according to unpublished conservation re-
ports from 1968-7-1, paintings removed from the site
in 1%2 and 1963 were either block lifted, induding
the mud-brick support (stacco a masseI/o) or partially
detached removing either the design layers with the
underlying base plaster (stacco) or the individual de-
sign layers alone (strnppo). Unmounted paintings de-
tached by the block method were surface consolidated
with polyvinyl acelate both with and without facings
of japanese tissue, linen and glue size. Mounted
paintings detached by '1X>eling' the plaster off the
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Strategic Plan for Site Conservation Program
t;atalhoyuk, Turkey
Summary of the currenl programme of field
conservation and research
In "1993, thirty years after its discovery, ~atalhoyiik
was reopened by the Turkish government through a
2S-year archaeological programme developed under
the direction of Ian Hodder of Cambridge Univer-
sity. One of the principal aims of the renewed pro-
gramme is the conjoining of the archaeological
agenda with conservation, cultural tourism <lnd her-
itage management. Central to this is site interpreta-
tion through the public display of the extraordin<lry
architecture, mural paintings <lnd relief sculpture ill
situ as well as the construction of a site museum, Site
conservation activities including research and field-
work are under the direction of Frank Matera,
Lindsay Falck, and Catherine Myers of the Architec-
tural Conservation Laboratory of the University of
Pennsylvania.?
The primary objective of the current programme
is to develop sound techniques ilnd interpretive ap-
proaches to the immediate and long-term conserva-
tion of the site and its architecture, including the
monumental art (wall paintings and reliefs). A sec-
ond objective is the development of standards and
guidelines for the examination, documentation, and
characterization of eMthen materials so that future
studies can be conducted against a broader, more
consistent data base. A third objective is the oppor-
tunity for the practical training of conservators, ar-
chaeologists and students in arch<leological site and
material conservation. This project is key to Tur-
key's cultural herit<lge and the development of cul-
tural tourism in central Anatolia and seeks to
coordinate applied research on a much-neglected
subject in response to actual site conservation needs
and field training of local and foreign students and
professionflls,
A phased programme of research and field-
work has been coordinated to develop integrated
methods for the conservation and management of
the site including: the ill sitl/ stabilization and pro-
tection of wall paintings, plaster reliefs, and selected
buildjngs; the development of non-destructive trans-
fer methods (or the wall paintings, reliefs, and archi-
tectural clements; and the development of techniques
for the separation of multiple layers of wall p<lint-
ings (Fig. 6.3). Activities include: emergency
stabilization and protection during excavation and
between field seasons, condition survey and envi-
ronmental monitoring, materials analysis, and con-
serv<ltion tre<ltment development, testing, and
application, The methodology employed is de rigllcr
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Phase III.
Interpreli",e Program
mud-brick support (stIlCCO or strappo) were faced,
Depending on their size, paintings and reliefs were
removed in sections for ease in manipulation and
transport.
Beginning in 1968 previously recovered paint-
ings and reliefs were prepared for treatment and
displayby Pamela Pratt. Examination revealed a host
of problems related to their earlier site preparation
for detachment and subsequent storage. Conserva-
tion treatments generally included refacing, removal
of the mud plaster base coats, and consolidation of
the paint layers with polymethyl-methacrylate, A pri-
mary backing was then applied consisting of a mix-
ture of the same as a binder with m<lrble dust and
glass powder fillers reinforced with strips of pre-
washed muslin. The cut sections were rejoined and
the whole reinforced \vi'th adhesive and aluminium
mesh (Pratt 1970, 6). Some of these paintings are
currently on display at the Museum of Anatolian
Civilizations in Ankara.
Phase I.
Problem Assessment
o Significance
• Condition
o Integrity
Figure 6,3, Strategic plllll for site conservlltion
progrmllllic lit Clltalhbyiik.
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Figu re 6.4. Experimcntal model ofplastered and pail! ted mud-brick facsimilc wall
with protl'ctive geo-fabric batten of perlile-vermiculit/' dlirillS desiccation trial. (Photo:
E. Moss.)
for any conservation project involving:
• documentary research on the site's excavation and
treatment history to establish previous conditions
and subsequent conservation methods;
• technical analysis and characterization of the Illud-
brick, plasters, paintings and relief sculpture using
standnrd geo-technical and wet-chemical tech-
niques, microscopical and instrumental anaJyses;
• monitoring nnd recording of site conditions using
developed methods for earthen materials and di-
agnosis of deterioration mechanisms; and
• the design, testing, and execution of a treatment
programme specifically focused on the ill situ
and off-site stabilization of architectural fabric
including plain and painted earthen plasters and
mud-brick walls and features.
In order to accommodate the exigencies of excava-
tion, fieldwork and research have been guided by
emergency issues such as temporary protection and
structural stabilization during excavation and be-
tween field seasons. Related to this has been the
need to develop an understanding of the environ-
mentthrough a monitoring programme designed to
measure ambient temperature and humidity and
ground and wall moisture. During theacademicyear
between field scnsons, research has focused on the
characterization of the plasters and paintings, mud-
brick, and associated materials using micromorpho-
logical, mineralogical and petrographic analysis, as
well as instrumental tech-
niques induding scanning
electron microscopy, x-ray
analysis (EDS), and x-ray
diffractometry iI' order to
determine composition,
layer structure, execution
techniques, and overall
physico-chemical proper-
ties.
Deterioration mecha-
nisms have been hypoth-
esized ilnd studied in
conjunction with the envi-
ronmental monitoring pro-
gramme for immediate
and long-term evaluation
of site conditions and in-
tervention assessments
(Figs. 6.4 & 6.5). Based on
existing condition, and en-
vironmental and material
characterization studies, a
variety of conservation
techniqucs have lx-'C1l examined and laboratory-tested
on facsimile models as well as on site as pilotlreat-
ment tests (Fig. 6.6). This has allowed for the gradual
adjustment of the developed programme over time
and the opportunity to provide advanct"d training
for conservation graduate students and other profes-
sionals.
A long-term strategy designed to shape current
excavation techniques in conjunction with conserva-
tion needs is on going. This involves an understand-
ing of site materials and construction technology,
site formation processes and conditions before, dur-
ing, and after excavation, and field applications of
the developed techniques for the conservation of the
architecture, mural paintings and relief sculpture at
the site. Current research will build on earlier re-
search and experiences developed duri.ng the '1960s
excavation and 19705 mural conservation and to-
gether through feedback from field experience, a site
conservation plan can be implemented.
Experimenlal research
111 silu preservation of earthen archaeological sites
has received limited study owing to earlier attitudes
of expendability of the earthen remains and the lack
of research in site conservation techniques. Current
research conducted in preparation for site conserva-
tion 'II <;atalh6yiik has focused on a range of issues
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• development of lifting apparatus for the detach-
ment, removal, and transport of retained archi-
tectural walls and elements;
• developmentaf prevenliveconservation tL'Chniques
involving temporary passive environmental con-
trol during excavation
for mitigating the ef-
fects of rapid drying. In
addition, a research
programme for the re·
mova], and separation
of the mural paintings
was conducted (Turton
1998).
The major causes of dele-
riomtion affecting the mu-
r.lls are: a loss of cohesive
strength within discreet
layers and of adhesive
strength between indi-
vidual layers of the plaster
and mural paintings; 5<llt
infiltration, macrobiological
growth, and mechanical
stresses induced by the
drastic ambient changes
brought on by excavation.
Additionally, conlinued
excavation of the site places
remaining paintings at
greater risk of destruction,
a factor that requires an
evaluation of methods for
the transfer and re<1ltach-
ment of the painted plasters.
In order to test tre<1t-
menls, facsimile s<1mplc
types were developed based
on material analysis of
plaster S<"lmples. Executed
on 6M x 6" and IT'x 12"
gypsum board and tcrra-
coUa tiles, the samples
were made of 14 layers of
plaster and paintings of
materials similar in char-
acter and superimposition
of the original painted plas-
ters (Figs. 6.6 & 6.7). The
treatment research pro-
gramme addressed the fol-
lowing issues:
• surface consolidation of
,
•
....
•
•
I I
•
.' >. - ~
Figure 6.5. Results ofdesicclltion l!Xpt'rillll"lll lifter 30 hours. Note crackillg, flaking
alld loss Oil tile exposed {eft <;ide alld layer retel/tioll 011 I//e 11ro/ecled rigM side. (PllOto:
E. Moss.)
including:
• analysis and characteriZ<"ltion of the earthen pIas-
ters, paintings and mud-brick;
• treatment testing and assessment of plaster reat-
tachment and consolidation;
Figure 6.6. Exp/'rimm/a! programme /0 It'st detnelll/lI:l1/ tcdmiques for mllral
"aillliIl85. (Plloto: C. Turlon.)
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be especially critical where building features iden-
tified for preservation will need to be removed to
gain access to the lower occupation levels. Struc·
lures prescn'ed ill situ arc being stabilized, inter-
preted and protected with specially designed
shelters, the first one completed in summer 1999.
Figure 6.8. Rig assem/lly 0'1 sill' (Solltl, area) during expertmental waUllflillg
opera/iml. (Plroto: L Falck.)
Figure 6.7. Results oft'ariolls detllclwlf?llt methods for SI'IJe"'lIposed desigll layers.
(PllOto: C. TlIrtol/.)
Site conservation
powdering paint and plasters;
• intcrlayer detachment/ preconsolidation;
• consolidation of the earthen plasters;
• evaluation/selection of facing adhesives for mural
detachment;
• evaluation/selection of detachment methods; and
• compatibility of treal-
ments.
Visual assessment and
standardized tests devel-
oped by ASTM, CRATerre
and the Federation of
Societies for Coatings
Technology were used to
cvalll.:lte methods and ma·
lerials.
In view of the high levels
of preservation of the site's
monumental art and archi-
tectural features, including
mud-brick walls standing
to two metres in height,
permanent and temporary
shelter facilities and slruc·
tural and environmental
protective methods are re-
quired bolh during and
after excavation and treat-
mcnt. Of particu lar impor-
latl~ is the interpretation
and display of monumen-
tal ort <lnd architecture hi
situ. A strategy for han-
d Iiog these resou rces bolh
in place and in the mu-
seum is required to allow
follow-up research work to
occur during and after the
excavation period. Tech-
niques already under
investigation and trial as-
sessment include ill sitll
stabilization, partial rc·
moval, and full scale lift-
ing and transporl utilizing
two special rigs developed
in 1997 by Lindsay Falck
and Caitlin Moore spt..><:ifi-
cally for the purpose (Fig.
6.8). This latter option will
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Figure 6.9. In situ plaster II/yer dell/chmenltesls, North
area-BACH 1. (P/mlo: T. Ready,)
Emergellcy stabilizat iOIl of the archileclure, mUrills rlIId
relief swlpillre
Emergency stabilization refers to temporary meas-
ures to arrest rapid and destructive alteration dur-
ing and between field seasons. Current research and
field trials have focused on techniques and materials
for mitigating deterioration during excavation by
controlling desiccation through decelerated drying. This
has proven to be most effective through the use of
woven synthetic battens filled with perlite and
vemliculite to absorb and pass moisture, stabilize sur-
face temperature and humidity, and pn.wide positive
pressure (where needed) for fragile, delaminating sur-
faces and reliefs during exposure (Moss 1998) (Figs. 6.4
& 6.5). To address lnrger-scale structural collapse, sim-
ple lightweight reusable clamp and lruss assemblies
provide support and allow cxcaviJlors eiJsy access to
the space and the floors for sampling and excavation.
Removal of //If( mis, reliefScrrlptllrc,jeall/res a/Ui
bllildings
Location, condition and significance of each struc-
ture, mural painting and relief will affeel the inter-
vention strategies selected (Fig. 6.3). To date no
paintings or reliefs of significance or great extent
have been uncovered. Specific lreatments consid+
ered for field application based on the previous con-
servation work and facsimile tests conducted over
the past several years include: separation of super-
imposed layers (s/rappo), removal of all layers to~
gether with a layer of the substrate (slacco), removal
of all layers with partial thickness of the wall (s/acco
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Figure 6.10. Wall plasler
reattachmellt (Ising
grou/illg teclllliqllcs, Nortlt
area - BlIildillg 5. (Ph%: T.
Ready.)
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Figures 6.11--6.13. North area-
BI/i/dmg 5. Sequential phases of
relluna/ for It"IIlporary site IJrotectiolf
IllIring ti,e willter mOllths brtUWIl
field seascJl/s. (PI,olas: E. Kopelsoll.)
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a /11l/sello), and removal of all layers with <III of the
wall (Fig. 6.9). Where whole or partial structures are
deemed significant and in an excellent state of pres-
ervation, but need to be moved to proceed with lhe
excavation, block lifting of lhe walls and features
will occur llsing the specially designed .rigs for the
project. Re-erection can then occur on- or off-site.
Site cOllservatiOIl alld display
Methods developed and field tested on sites in the
American southwest have been applied at <;atal-
hoyi.ik with good results.s Buildings and features
deemed suitable for ill situ interpretation and dis-
play such as Building 5 in the North area have re-
cently been stabilized and exhibited under a
protective shelter. Mildly hydraulic lime-based grouts
have been developed and employed for consolidat-
ing voids and cracks in walls and detached plasters
after dimensional stability is reached through condi-
tioning (Fig. 6.10). Specially designed modular shel-
ters have been designed that provide protection and
display and allow for future reuse and expandability
as the site needs dlange. Easily reversible reburi<ll
methods for site protection between field seasons
were also developed based on the above research
into environmenlal control and surface protection
during excavalion (Figs. 6.lJ--6.J3).
Heritage planning and management
Fundamental to the project is lhe recognition that
integrated, comprehensive strategic planning is cru-
cial for any public archaeological site which must
accommodate and help shape any and all potential
development in the larger contexl of the social, cul-
tural and economic forces and the physical realities
thaI define and shape such places. The region of
Anatolia in south central Turkey has seen the inter-
action between human settlement and the natural
environment for <It least the last 9000 years. Since the
recession of the last period of glaciation, some 15,000
years ago, the highly fertile soils of the Konya Basin
have supported hum<ln settlement and agricultural
production in a cyclical but ever increasing way, up
to the present time. With the more rapid intensifica-
tion of irrigation-based agriculture in the post-war
period, increased international interest in the cul-
tural history of the region since the excavation of
<;atalhoyiik in the 1960s, and the subsequent devel-
opment of Konya and Cappadocia as a recreational
destination for the area, increasing pressures of
growth and ch<Jnge have occurred, making the need
for site and regional planning critical. Increased tour-
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ism and heritage development, if not properly man-
aged, could have a seriously negative impact on the
historic and cultural landscape of the region and
especially the unique nearby village and farm com-
munities.
The site already attracts visitors and their num-
bers are likely to increase as excavations proceed to
provide a substantial income-generating lourist and
educational market which needs to be encouraged
and accommodaled as required by national and re-
gional aulhorities. A site visitor centre has been con-
structed and the excavation is novv open to the public.
I.n order to accommodate these needs, the programme
has not only taken into account the technological
issues but also lhe economic and social value of de-
veloping the site for tourism and improvements in
access and infrastructure that will be needed to ac-
commodate them. Site planning including a regional
survey of the vernacular cultural landscape of the
area and the surrounding villages will begin in 2000
in conjunction with the Faculty of Architecture and
Preservation at Istanbul Technical University and
other local agencies.
Conclusions
Archaeological sites, like all places of human activ-
ity, are constructed. Despite their fragmentation, they
are complex creations that depend on the legibility
and authenticity of their components for meaning
and appreciation. How legibility and authenticity of
such structures and places are realized and ensured
must be understood for effective conservation. Cer-
tainly conservators, archaeologists, and cultural re-
source managers need to know well the theoretical
concepts and the history o( those concepts pertain-
ing to conservation, and they need to know some-
thing of the historical and cultural context of
structures and sites, archaic or past building tech-
nologies, and current technical solutions. They need
to familiarize themselves with the political, economic
and cultural issues of heritage management and the
implications of their work on local communities, in-
cluding issues of appropriate technology, tradition,
and sustainabilily.
This problem of inlegrating established conser-
vation principles into the care, preservation and dis-
play of existing structures, sites, and objects is further
compounded by the fact that conservation is not
routinely involved in the planning, execution, or re-
view of proposed interventions such as archaeologi-
cal excavation. This is due not only to the constraints
already mentioned, but it is also related to the com-
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plex professional and legal structure required for
many projects, involving archaeologists, architects,
engineers, scientists, general contractors, tradesmen,
and the public. Decisions involving the selection and
extent of any given conservation treatment as well
as the actual execution of those treatments by trained
conservators are still unlikely for many projects. With
rare exceptions, even project development and site
supervision and approval of specialized conserva-
tion work from documentation to remedial treat-
ments often occur without the involvement of a
professionctl site conservator on the project team.
So within the contemporary field of archaeo-
logical site conservation, it is possible to find any
number of incompatible and quarrelsome, diametri-
cally-opposed viewpoints and work methods: from
the strictly idealist one which hopes for an improb-
able return of the structure or site to an origin that
can never really be established with any certainty, to
the pragmatic one which permissively treats as his-
torical values all the alterations made to the site and
its structures over the course of time. To this must
also be added the recognition of cultural and com-
m uni ty ownership and the inpu t of cu lIura I affi Hates
in the decision-making processes.
The basic tenets of conservation are not the sole
responsibility of any ol1e professional group. They
apply instead to all those involved in the conserva-
tion of eu Itura I property and reprl'sent general stand-
ards of approach and methodology, From the
broadest perspective, archaeology and conservation
should be seen as a conjoined enterprise. For both,
physical evidence has to be studied and interpreted.
Such interpretations are founded on a profound and
exact knowledge of the various histories of the thing
or place and its context, on the materiality of its
physical fabric, on its cultural meanings and values
over time, and its role and effect on current local and
distant societies. This implies the application of a
variety of specialized knowledge based largely on sci-
entific method, but ideally the process must be brought
back into a cultural context so that the archaeology
and conservation project become synonymous.
Notes
1. The primary general charters include the ICOMOS
(Venice) Charter of '1964 and the Australian (Burra)
Charter of 1981 (rev. t988).
2. For a compilation of these ,md other documents see
US/1COMOS t999.
3. n,is long-lived tradition can be found as recently as
1981 in M.W. Thompson, RldllS: Tlreir PrescroaliOlI alld
Display.
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4. This generally good <lnd unusual state of preservation
may be due in part to the intentional and swift buri;]1
of many structures, thereby reducing the deleterious
effect~ of weathering and collapse through exposure
over time.
5. For an historic.ll overview see Catherine Turton, Plan
for the stabilization and removal of wall paintings at
C;:atalhoyiik, AppendiX B. MSc Thesis, University of
l'ennsylv<lni01,1998.
6. Prior to the work at C;:atalhoyuk in the '19605 and 70~,
very few ex,lmples of mural painting detachment on
eOlrthcn substr<lles or supports can be found in the
literature. Two important early eXOllllples arc the re-
mO\'OlI of kiva mur<ll paintings from Kuaua (CoronOldo
StOlte Monument) in New Mexico and Awatovi and
Kawaika-a Pueblo nlins in AriLona in the t930s. Both
projects dealt with the combined problem of detach-
ing the paintings from the w<llls and the intralayer
separation of individuOlI superimposed p<lintings.
7. Past and current project team members include: EV'ltl
Kopelson (Building Conservation AssociOltes), Caitlin
Moor!;', Elizabeth Moss, Kent Severson, Constance Sil-
ver (Co-director t993-95), Catherin!;' Turton, and
Harriet Beaubien (Smithsonian Institution), A, Esin
Kuleli (Directorate of Ruins and Monuments), and
Latif Ozen (Muscum of An<1toli<ln Civilizations).
flo Similar situations of environmental control and plas-
tcr reattachment have been implemented at Mug
House and Cliff Palace at Mesa Verde National P<1rk,
Colorado.
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